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Rhetorical Criticism

2017-07-18

over multiple editions this transformative text has taught
the lively art of rhetorical criticism to thousands of
students at more than 300 colleges and universities insights
from classroom use enrich each new edition with an
unparalleled talent for distilling sophisticated rhetorical
concepts and processes sonja foss highlights ten methods of
doing rhetorical criticism the systematic investigation and
explanation of symbolic acts and artifacts each chapter
focuses on one method its foundational theories and the steps
necessary to perform an analysis using that method foss
provides instructions on how to write coherent well argued
reports of analytical findings which are then illustrated by
sample essays a chapter on feminist criticism features the
disruption of conventional ideologies and practices
storytelling in the digital world is a timely addition to the
chapter on narrative criticism student essays now include
analyses of the same artifact using multiple methods a deep
understanding of rhetorical criticism equips readers to
become engaged and active participants in shaping the nature
of the worlds in which we live

Rhetorical Criticism

2009

sonja foss who has an enviable talent for synthesizing
complex rhetorical concepts and processes into clear
explanations presents nine methods of rhetorical criticism
she carefully explains and illustrates the theory behind each
method with abundant examples of applications interesting and
lively essays some written by students encourage readers to
develop their critical skills useful bibliographies list
additional samples for each type of criticism rhetorical
criticism is not a process confined to a few assignments in a
rhetorical or media criticism course it is an everyday
activity we can use to understand our responses to symbols of
all kinds and to create our own symbols to generate the
responses we desire book jacket

Rhetorical Criticism

2004
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now in its second edition rhetorical criticism perspectives
in action presents a thorough accessible and well grounded
introduction to contemporary rhetorical criticism systematic
chapters contributed by noted experts introduce the
fundamental aspects of a perspective provide students with an
example to model when writing their own criticism and address
the potentials and pitfalls of the approach in addition to
covering traditional modes of rhetorical criticism the volume
presents less commonly discussed rhetorical perspectives
exposing students to a wide cross section of techniques

Rhetorical Criticism

2016-04-21

rhetorical criticism empowering the exploration of texts
encourages students to analyze texts of various sorts
speeches advertisements memory sites and more to gain a clear
understanding of what the text has to say and how it
persuades or otherwise affects its audience the book clearly
and succinctly helps students build the skills required to
easily and effectively practice rhetorical criticism the book
begins with a chapter that defines rhetoric criticism and
text demonstrates how theory based rhetorical criticism can
be exciting and emphasizes that there are many diverse lenses
through which to illuminate texts the proceeding chapters
explore various types of rhetorical criticism including
classical the chicago school burkean fantasy theme narrative
genre mythological bahktinian ideological feminist and
constitutive each chapter begins by explaining the theory in
which the critical approach is based it then explains how a
critic utilizing that particular type of rhetorical criticism
manages the critical process and offers the reader an
extended example of the critical approach in use
conversational in nature and inclusive of a wide range of
critical methods rhetorical criticism is ideal for
undergraduate courses in rhetoric oriented courses

Rhetorical Criticism

2018-12-07

this is the first scholarly attempt to write a history of
cyber literary criticism in china the author uses the
internet as the departure point literature as the horizontal
axis and criticism as the vertical axis to draw a detailed
trajectory of the development of cyber literary criticism in
china the book comprises two parts the first part focuses on
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the representation of historical facts about cyber literary
criticism covering five topics the evolution of cyber
literary criticism in the context of the new media major
types of cyber literary critics and their criticism academic
achievements in cyber literary studies the form contents and
rhetorical expressions of so called netizens critical
commentaries and important events in the history of cyber
literary criticism the second part discusses the historical
changes in literary criticism as responses to cyber
literature covering another five topics the conceptual
transformation in literary criticism of the internet era the
establishment of evaluation criteria for cyber literature
changes in the function of cyber literary criticism changes
in the constitution of cyber literary critics and the impact
of cyber literary criticism this book will be an essential
read to students and scholars of east asian studies literary
criticism and those who are interested in cyber literature in
general

A History of Cyber Literary Criticism in
China

2023-08-18

television criticism third edition by victoria o donnell
provides a foundational approach to the nature of television
criticism rhetorical studies cultural studies representation
narrative theories and postmodernism are established for
greater understanding and appreciation of the critical
perspectives on television illustrated with contemporary
examples this updated third edition includes a new extensive
sample critical analysis of the big bang theory and reflects
recent changes in the ways television is viewed across
multiple devices and the impact of the internet on television

Television Criticism

2016-01-22

this volume is the fifth in a series that explores the use of
rhetoric in the study of biblical literature contributions
from scholars in north america britain continental europe and
south africa focus here on four major categories the theory
of rhetoric and biblical interpretation rhetorical
interpretation of luke s gospel and acts the rhetorical
interpretation of paul s writings and rhetorical
interpretation of hebrews and ignatius author include tom
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olbricht douglas campbell arthur gibson craig evans vernon
robbins greg bloomquist pieter botha paul danove gerrie
snyman anders eriksson k k yeo lauri thuren g a van den
heever marc debanne j n vorster and the editors

Rhetorical Criticism and the Bible

2002-03-01

this edited volume fills a void in the literature concerning
the purpose practice and pedagogy associated with performing
rhetorical criticism literature regarding these issues
predominantly purpose exists primarily as scattered journal
articles and as sections within chapters of textbooks on
rhetorical criticism this book brings together 15 established
rhetorical critics each of whom offers well thought out and
argued opinion pieces that stress the more personal nature of
criticism the purpose of this book is to serve as a
disciplinary resource and as a teaching and learning aid
accessibility across areas of expertise and experience is
stressed in this book critics range from junior faculty to
emeritus and represent a broad spectrum of views on criticism
in this sense the book offers a snapshot of the views of a
wide swath of successfully practicing contemporary rhetorical
critics

Purpose, Practice, and Pedagogy in
Rhetorical Criticism

2014-02-07

designed specifically for noncommunication scholars
communication criticism is an informally written practical
guide about how to think how to communicate effectively and
how to filter meaning out of the swarm of communication that
seeks our attention daily undergraduates will learn how
understanding the fundamental principles of communication
helps them judge the potential effectiveness effects truths
and ethics of all types of communication from classical
soapbox speeches to reading a magazine talking to a boy
girlfriend watching court proceedings or watching the tv news
in a format similar to most public speaking courses author
jodi r cohen introduces classical theories of rhetoric at the
beginning of each chapter then expands the discussion with
contemporary postmodern theories touching on concerns with
aesthetics and cultural bias as well question and answer
sections in each chapter and many specific down to earth
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examples will attract and encourage students to harness the
power of communication that shapes who we are what we know
and what we do a highly practical resource communication
criticism is the ideal for professionals in popular culture
media studies mass communication and film studies

Communication Criticism

1998-02-03

this book is an anthology of landmark essays in rhetorical
criticism in historical usage a landmark marks a path or a
boundary as a metaphor in social and intellectual history
landmark signifies some act or event that marks a significant
achievement or turning point in the progress or decline of
human effort in the history of an academic discipline the
historically established senses of landmark are mixed
together jostling to set out and protect the turfmarkers of
academic specialization aligning footnotes to signify the
beacons that have guided thought and against these
conservative tendencies attempting to contribute fresh
insights that tempt others along new trails the editor has
chosen essays for this collection that give some sense of the
history of rhetorical criticism in this century especially as
it has been practiced in the discipline of speech
communication he also emphasizes materials that may
illustrate where the discipline conceives itself to be going
how it has marked its boundaries how it has established
beacons to invite safety or warn us from the rocks and how it
has sought to preserve a tradition by subjecting it to
constant revision and struggle in the hope of providing some
coherence the scope of this collection is limited to
rhetorical criticism as it has been practiced and understood
within the discipline of speech communication in north
america in this century

Landmark Essays on Rhetorical Criticism

2020-08-18

further developing the line of argument put forward in his
literature as communication 2000 and mediating criticism 2001
roger d sell now suggests that when so called literary texts
stand the test of time and appeal to a large and
heterogeneous circle of admirers this is because they are
genuinely dialogical in spirit their writers rather than
telling other people what to do or think or feel invite them
to compare notes and about topics which take on different
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nuances as seen from different points of view so while such
texts obviously reflect the taste and values of their widely
various provenances they also channel a certain respect for
the human other to whom they are addressed so much so that
they win a reciprocal respect from members of their audience
in sell s new book this ethical interplay becomes the focus
of a post postmodern critique which sees literary
dialogicality as a possible catalyst to new non hegemonic
kinds of globalization the argument is illustrated with major
reassessments of shakespeare pope wordsworth dickens
churchill orwell and pinter and there are also studies of
trauma literature for children and of ethically oriented
criticism itself

Communicational Criticism

2011

rhetorical criticism promised to bring new testament studies
into a new era that approached the bible as a document of
persuasive discourse major proponents of this approach
suggested that its potential lies in its democratization of
biblical interpretation to date that promise has never been
fulfilled the reasons can be found by exploring the rhetoric
of these rhetorical critics such an exploration uncovers
systems of disciplinary constraints and discursive habits
that keep rhetoric firmly within traditional units of
academic biblical interpretation the promise of rhetoric can
only be fulfilled by shattering all notions of a rhetorical
programme of biblical interpretation

Academic Constraints in Rhetorical
Criticism of the New Testament

1999-01-01

this sophisticated and wide ranging look at literary
criticism addresses the major theorists of today and proposes
a constructive approach to challenging critical debates
disclosing conflict as the inevitable outcome of historical
change suresh raval refuses the stark either or choice
between the foundationalist stance which seeks to find the
right answers and the relativist position which denies the
possibility of identifying right and wrong raval explores the
question of conflict in literary criticism and theory by
analyzing how different theories have treated key issues not
to resolve these problems but to show why they resist
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decisive solution

The Perceptive Process: a Introductory
Guide to Literary Criticism

1998

70�������������������������a ����������� �������������������

Grounds of Literary Criticism

1976

a comprehensive analysis and assessment of the many strands
of leavis s work emphasising the basic unity of his ideas

An Invitation To Critical Sociology

2021-09-14

a comprehensive and up to date introduction to the analysis
of public rhetoric modern rhetorical criticism teaches
readers how to examine and interpret rhetorical situations
ideas arguments structure and style the text covers a wide
range of critical techniques from cultural and dramatistic
analysis to feminist and marxist approaches a wealth of
original criticism demonstrates how to analyze such diverse
forms as junk mail congressional debates and traffic
regulations as well as literature this long awaited revision
contains new coverage of mass media feminist criticism and
european criticism

アルフレッド・ウォリス

2022-01-10

any artistic creation be it a painting or sculpture initiates
a reaction within us invoking within us a desire to analyse
or evaluate it the criticism of art definitely has its
presence but the question is in what form and of what
relevance is it art criticism is exclusively presented in the
written form it does not consist of descriptions of pictures
interpretations or re creations but of something new and
autonomous related to the piece of art in some way criticism
always gives us novel ideas for modern art which in turn
enriches the indian heritage art has been part of our life
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since ancient times traditionally indian art writing was
mainly composed of commentaries on courtly art conventions
and on the poetic texts that inspired paintings and
sculptures since the 20th century there has been a breakdown
of established conceptions of meaning in the all streams of
arts and several rapid changes in artistic style this book
will help readers understand the journey of modern art
criticism since indian independence it formulates as
precisely as possible the basic principles and norms that
will enrich artistically sensitive laymen and critics alike

Criticism and Commitment

1979-10-18

as traced by roger d sell literary communication is a process
of community making as long as literary authors and those
responding to them respect each other s human autonomy
literature flourishes as an enjoyable though often
challenging mode of interaction that is truly dialogical in
spirit this gives rise to author respondent communities whose
members represent existential commonalities blended together
with historical differences these heterogeneous literary
communities have a larger social significance in that they
have long served as counterweights to the hegemonic
tendencies of modernity and more recently to postmodernity s
well intentioned but restrictive politics of identity in post
postmodern times their ethos is increasingly one of
pleasurable egalitarianism the despondent anti hedonism of
the twentieth century intelligentsia can now seem rather
dated some of the papers selected for this volume develop
sell s ideas in mainly theoretical terms but most of them
offer detailed criticism of particular anglophone writers
ranging from shakespeare ben jonson and other poets and
dramatists of the early modern period through wordsworth and
coleridge to dickens pinter and rushdie

The Literary Criticism of F. R. Leavis

2015-09-25

this is an open access book this book is the first
comprehensive and systematic study on the chinese marxist
literary criticism as an independent theoretical form it
discusses and describes the theoretical features of the
chinese form of marxist literary criticism by refining and re
interpreting the iconic key concepts of people nation
politics praxis and the relationships between literature and
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high tech literature and capital the value judgment of
literary criticism has also been discussed at length and
insightful and valuable views have been provided this book is
a brilliant introduction and the ideal academic material for
global readers to grasp the essence of chinese marxist
literary thoughts

Modern Rhetorical Criticism

2017-10-06

communication research is evolving and changing in a world of
online journals open access and new ways of obtaining data
and conducting experiments via the internet although there
are generic encyclopedias describing basic social science
research methodologies in general until now there has been no
comprehensive a to z reference work exploring methods
specific to communication and media studies our entries
authored by key figures in the field focus on special
considerations when applied specifically to communication
research accompanied by engaging examples from the literature
of communication journalism and media studies entries cover
every step of the research process from the creative
development of research topics and questions to literature
reviews selection of best methods whether quantitative
qualitative or mixed for analyzing research results and
publishing research findings whether in traditional media or
via new media outlets in addition to expected entries
covering the basics of theories and methods traditionally
used in communication research other entries discuss
important trends influencing the future of that research
including contemporary practical issues students will face in
communication professions the influences of globalization on
research use of new recording technologies in fieldwork and
the challenges and opportunities related to studying online
multi media environments email texting cellphone video and
blogging are shown not only as topics of research but also as
means of collecting and analyzing data still other entries
delve into considerations of accountability copyright
confidentiality data ownership and security privacy and other
aspects of conducting an ethical research program features
652 signed entries are contained in an authoritative work
spanning four volumes available in choice of electronic or
print formats although organized a to z front matter includes
a reader s guide grouping entries thematically to help
students interested in a specific aspect of communication
research to more easily locate directly related entries back
matter includes a chronology of the development of the field
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of communication research a resource guide to classic books
journals and associations a glossary introducing the
terminology of the field and a detailed index entries
conclude with references further readings and cross
references to related entries to guide students further in
their research journeys the index reader s guide themes and
cross references combine to provide robust search and browse
in the e version

Development of Modern Art Criticism in
India after Independence

2020-11-15

digital media criticism is an introductory text about media
criticism the act of interpreting and making sense of a range
of new media texts that we use and create on a daily basis
offering a critical language and a methodological template
for interrogating and analyzing the complex texts of digital
media individual chapters connect key methods of media
criticism genre auteur cultural ideological and ethnographic
with digital culture case studies of social media user
generated content cell phones and video games are provided
which include everything from downloading ring tones and
making new facebook friends to creating an avatar texting and
opening a window on rl real life insightful and accessible
the book looks at the possibilities and limits of the digital
age for us as creators consumers and distributors of content
it will be useful to undergraduates studying media criticism
digital culture and communication and media literacy and is
written to invite them into a conversation about the culture
of the digital age

Literary Communication as Dialogue

1898

since the reform and opening up of china in 1978 western
literary criticism has begun to flourish and gain in
popularity within the country s academic literature community
these two volumes meticulously select and examine nine of the
most influential keywords from western literary theory while
identifying the intricate historical sources of these terms
and analyzing their relevance to other disciplines and ideas
the result shows how these words function as heterogeneous
cultural contexts in the complexity of experience but also
how they function within the context of chinese culture as
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well as chinese literature and criticism in this volume the
editors focus on metaphor the other ideology and the body
from the perspectives of etymology documentation meanings and
other core factors students of literature and languages and
especially chinese literature will benefit from this two
volume set

Exploration and Hunting in Central Africa
1895-96

2023-08-05

this work is the first history and evaluation of contemporary
american critical theory within its european philosophical
contexts in the first part frank lentricchia analyzes the
impact on our critical thought of frye stevens kermode sartre
poulet heidegger sussure barthes lévi strauss derrida and
foucault among other less central figures in a second part
lentricchia turns to four exemplary theorists on the american
scene murray krieger e d hirsch jr paul de man and harold
bloom and an analysis of their careers within the lineage
established in part one lentricchia s critical intention is
in evidence in his sustained attack on the more or less
hidden formalist premises inherited from the new critical
fathers even in the name of historical consciousness he
contends contemporary theorists have often cut literature off
from social and temporal processes by so doing he believes
that they have deprived literature of its relevant values and
turned the teaching of both literature and theory into a
rarefied activity all along the way with the help of such
diverse thinkers as saussure barthes foucault derrida and
bloom lentricchia indicates a strategy by which future
critical theorists may resist the mandarin attitudes of their
fathers

The Contemporary Construction of the
Chinese Form of Marxist Literary
Criticism

2017-04-11

use first two paragraphs only for general catalogs this
volume offers a response to three ongoing needs to develop
the main composition principles pertinent to the visual
commmunication medium of television to establish the field of
television aesthetics as an extension of the broader field of
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visual literacy and to promote television aesthetics to both
students and consumers of television based on effective
empirical research from three axes perception cognition and
composition the aesthetic principles of television images
presented are drawn from converging research in academic
disciplines such as psychology perceptual cognitive and
experimental neurophysiology and the fine arts painting
photography film theater music and more although the
aesthetics of the fine arts were traditionally built on
contextual theories that relied heavily on subjective
evaluation on critical analyses and on descriptive research
methods the aesthetics of today s visual communication media
consider equally valuable empirical methodologies found in
all sciences investigations in these different academic
disciplines have provided the constructs and strengthened the
foundations of the theory of television aesthetics offered in
this book special features include a great variety of
pictures supporting the topics discussed a thorough up to
date and specifically related bibliography for each of the
major parts of the book computer drawings illustrating the
concepts examined in the text scientific data tables and
charts documenting the research findings cited simplified
explanations of the processes of visual auditory and motion
perceptions of images enhanced by specific diagrams detailed
analyses of the threefold process of stimulation perception
and recognition of televised images and workable easy to
understand and use rules of picture composition visual image
evaluations and television program appreciation

The SAGE Encyclopedia of Communication
Research Methods

2010

please note this is a palgrave to order title pto stock of
this book requires shipment from an overseas supplier it will
be delivered to you within 12 weeks this is the first
compilation of essays to bring together the most important u
s latino a literary criticism of the last decade this timely
text has been long in coming as u s latino a literary
criticism has grown exponentially throughout u s universities
since 1995

Digital Media Criticism

2020-07-16
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this two volume set is part of a growing body of literature
concerned with the history of biblical interpretation the
ample introduction first situates key players in the story of
the development of the major strands of biblical
interpretation since the enlightenment identifying how
different theoretical and methodological approaches are
related to each other and describing the academic environment
in which they emerged and developed volume 1 contains
fourteen essays on twenty two interpreters who were
principally active before 1980 and volume 2 has nineteen
essays on twenty seven of those who were active primarily
after this date each chapter provides a brief biography of
one or more scholars as well as a detailed description of
their major contributions to the field this is followed by an
often new application of the scholar s theory by focusing on
the individual scholars and their work the book recognizes
that interpretive approaches arise out of certain
circumstances and that scholars are influenced by and have
influences upon both other interpreters and the times in
which they live this set is ideal for any class on the
history of biblical interpretation and for those who want a
greater understanding of how the current field of biblical
studies developed

Keywords in Western Literary Criticism
and Contemporary China

1980

this volume gathers together some of f r leavis s earliest
work with the things he was working on before his death as
well as a representative sample of pieces reflecting the
concerns he developed throughout his writing life this
material from the whole span of a long writing career shows
both the continuity of his pre occupations and important
respects in which his judgements changed in an introductory
essay professor singh discusses each piece and relates it to
the development of leavis s ideas the reader can trace his
concern for standards of critical valuation as it evolved
through studies of t s eliot d h lawrence william empson
george eliot henry james w b yeats i a richards and others
leavis s well known reflections on marxism are also included

After the New Criticism

1988
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his tale of adventure should occupy a more prominent place in
the study of exploration literature and history not only in
canada but also in his homeland of wales jacket

Criticism and Ideology

2013-11-05

film criticism the cold war and the blacklist examines the
long term reception of several key american films released
during the postwar period focusing on the two main critical
lenses used in the interpretation of these films propaganda
and allegory produced in response to the hearings held by the
house committee on un american activities huac that resulted
in the hollywood blacklist these filmsÕ ideological message
and rhetorical effectiveness was often muddled by the
inherent difficulties in dramatizing villains defined by
their thoughts and belief systems rather than their actions
whereas anti communist propaganda films offered explicit
political exhortation allegory was the preferred vehicle for
veiled or hidden political comment in many police procedurals
historical films westerns and science fiction films jeff
smith examines the way that particular heuristics such as the
mental availability of exemplars and the effects of framing
have encouraged critics to match filmic elements to
contemporaneous historical events persons and policies in
charting the development of these particular readings film
criticism the cold war and the blacklist features case
studies of many canonical cold war titles including the red
menace on the waterfront the robe high noon and invasion of
the body snatchers

Television Aesthetics

2007-10-29

this unique collection brings together the work of
photography writer curator and lecturer liz wells reflecting
on key themes of landscape place nationhood and environmental
concerns a newly written introductory chapter contextualizes
the collection this is followed by an in conversation with
martha langford concordia university montreal that brings
together two leading figures in the field to respond to wells
thought and the themes that emerge in her writings the essays
included in this anthology draw on work from a variety of
sources including artists photobooks exhibition catalogues
magazines academic books and journals seventeen previously
published articles organized thematically in relation to
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curation and residency phenomena place and critical
reflections demonstrate wells critical and curatorial
approach to research through photographic practices
reflecting a core view of art at its best operating to convey
the implications of what is being explored and to evoke
responses that are simultaneously sensory and intellectual
this collection will be essential reading for students and
scholars of photography visual culture and art history
especially those examining landscape and environmental
photography

Contemporary U.S. Latino/ A Literary
Criticism

2016-11-03

thomas stearns eliot 1888 1965 english poet

Pillars in the History of Biblical
Interpretation, Volume 2

1986-07-17

in 1991 denis hlynka and john belland released paradigms
regained a well received reader for graduate students in the
field of educational technology the role of criticism in
understanding problem solving updates some of those ideas
initially proposed in paradigms regained and extends the
conversation into the contemporary discourse regarding
problem based learning pbl paradigms proposed the idea of
criticism as a third method for the conduction of educational
research the first two being qualitative and qualitative the
concept of criticism as a tool for research is not well
established in educational technology although it is well
established in other educational research traditions such as
curriculum studies unfortunately it is not always clear how
criticism can be applied this book views criticism as a way
to step back and look at an educational intervention within
educational technology through a particular critical lens
criticism is viewed as a valuable approach to guiding meta
analyses and theoretical studies serving to prevent the
proverbial spinning of the wheels that often happens in
educational research by indicating new potential research
questions and directions criticism approaches can invigorate
educational research this book revisits the ideals of
criticism in order to establish their usefulness for studying
educational technology interventions to support problem based
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learning first a few foundational chapters set the stage for
the conversations on criticism then the role criticism can
play in enhancing analysis and interpretation of the pbl
literature is explored finally case studies addressing the
central concepts of the text are presented and dissected this
book represents a complete overhaul and rethinking of the use
of criticism as a method for understanding and furthering the
research area of pbl within the field of educational
technology

Valuation in Criticism and Other Essays

2004

from the new criticism to deconstruction traces the
transitions in american critical theory and practice from the
1950s to the 1980s it focuses on the influence of french
structuralism and post structuralism on american
deconstruction within a wide ranging context that includes
literary criticism philosophy psychology technology and
politics

Writing Geographical Exploration

2014-03-26

the purpose of this original volume is to illustrate what has
been happening recently in hebrew bible studies under the
influence of developments in literary theory in the last
couple of decades the methods and practice of reader response
criticism and deconstruction as well as of feminist
materialist and psychoanalytic approaches are represented
here by essays from leading hebrew bible literary critics
alice bach robert carroll francisco garcia treto david
jobling francis landy stuart lasine peter miscall hugh pyper
robert polzin and ilona rashkow together with the two editors
present distinctive and eclectic essays on particular
biblical texts introducing students and scholars to exciting
new dimensions of biblical study

Film Criticism, the Cold War, and the
Blacklist

2023-07-31
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Photography, Curation, Criticism

2004

Anti-T.S. Eliot Stance in Recent
Criticism

2012-05-26

The Role of Criticism in Understanding
Problem Solving

1988

From the New Criticism to Deconstruction

1993-09-01

The New Literary Criticism and the Hebrew
Bible
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